ATTN: SERVICE MANAGERS

GAME: "QIX"

SUBJECT: LOCATION PROGRAMMING FRAME

SOLUTION: NONE

PARTS NEEDED: NONE

DISPOSITION OF OLD PARTS: NONE

PROCEDURE: OPEN THE COIN DOOR AND PULL THE BOTTOM INTERLOCK SWITCH OUT (LEAVE THE TOP INTERLOCK SWITCH ALONE). PUSH THE SELF TEST SWITCH TOWARD "ADVANCE TEST" THE "LOCATION PROGRAMMING" FRAME SHOULD BE ON THE DISPLAY. THE FIRST LINE SHOULD BE GREEN. IN ORDER TO CHANGE A LINE'S NUMBER, YOU WILL HAVE TO PRESS THE TEST SWITCH TOWARD ADVANCE SUB TEST UNTIL THE LINE YOUR WANT TO CHANGE IS GREEN. IN ORDER TO CHANGE THE NUMBER ITSELF, PRESS THE SET SWITCH (SEE FIGURE 1) TOWARD UP OR DOWN DEPENDING IF YOU WANT A HIGHER NUMBER OR A LOWER NUMBER.

THE FIRST LINE IS BACK UP HSTD [0000]. THIS LINE IS FOR THE HIGH SCORE TO DATE. WHEN YOU RESET THE HIGH SCORE TO DATE, YOU WILL SET ALL LINES TO THIS VALUE.

THE NEXT LINE IS FOR MAXIMUM CREDITS. WHEN THE NUMBER OF CREDITS GOES OVER THIS NUMBER, THE COIN LOCKOUT COILS WILL BE DE ENERGIZED SO NO MORE COINS ARE ACCEPTED.

THE NEXT LINE IS THE NUMBER OF TURNS. THIS IS THE NUMBER OF MARKERS GIVEN IN THE GAME.

THE NEXT LINE IS FOR THE TIME LINE. THE TIME LINE IS THE RED LINE ABOVE THE PLAYING FIELD. WHEN THE TIME LINE IS EXHAUSTED, 2 MORE SPARKS GO ALONG THE BORDER WHEN THE TIME LINE IS EXHAUSTED AGAIN, THEY TURN BLUE AND WILL CHASE AFTER THE MARKER WHILE IT IS DRAWING. THIS LINE IS FOR HOW MANY SECONDS IT WILL TAKE TO EXHAUST THE TIME LINE.


THE NEXT LINE IS FOR ATTRACT SOUND. IF THIS LINE IS SET TO 0 THERE WILL BE NO SOUND DURING THE ATTRACT MODE.
On some games you will have another line, it would say table mode. For an upright it would be set to 0, and for the cocktail table it would be set at 1.

The bottom line is to be able to reset this frame to factory settings.

This "Location Programming" frame is very good for tournaments after the tournament you can use the factory reset for your normal play or however you want to put the settings.

FIGURE 1